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ABSTRACT
In HD dataset, feature selection involves identifying the subset of good features by using clustering approach.
Feature selection involves removal of irrelevant and redundant features which are the essential data preprocessing
activities for effective data mining. A Clustering based approach for good feature selection evaluated from both the
efficiency and effectiveness points of view. Efficiency relates the time required to find a subset of good features
while the effectiveness is related to the quality of the subset of features. The feature selection algorithm for high
dimensional data produces the more compatible results as the original entire set of results based on search strategies,
evaluation criteria, and data mining tasks. It reveals unattempted combinations, and provides guidelines in selection
of feature selection algorithms. FAST algorithm for feature subset selection works in two steps. The first step
involves distribution of feature subsets into clusters by using graph-theoretic clustering methods and the second step
involves selection of most useful ,efficient features that is strongly related to the target classes which form the subset
of good features. In FAST algorithm to increase the the efficiency we adopted efficient Minimum Spanning Tree
clustering method. Based on some of these criteria, a clustering-based feature selection algorithm for HD data is
proposed and experimentally evaluated in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION
Data mining is the process that analyzes and converts
algorithm used to minimize the time complexity and
mountains of data into nuggets. Data preprocessing is
it increases the learning accuracy. Data model for the
essential for successful data mining. Feature selection
system has some rules for comparing data. The
is one of the important, efficient and frequently used
methods used in the existing system are wrapper,
techniques in data preprocessing for successful data
filter, embedded and hybrid but these methods had
mining. The main aim of this project is choosing a
some bugs such as large computational complexity,
subset of good features with respect to the target
less accuracy, expensive, limited feature subset
concepts. Good feature subset selection is an efficient
selection, and removal of redundant features which
approach that minimizes dimensionality, removes
are overcome by our proposed system. Experiments
irrelevant and redundant data increases learning
are carried out to compare FAST and other
accuracy, and improves result comprehensibility.
representative feature selection algorithms such as
Based on some criteria always an optimal feature
FCBF, ReliefF, CFS, Consist, and FOCUS-SF
subset is to be evaluated. There are many filter
regarding with four well known classifiers namely
selection methods are available by which feature
the instance based IB1, the rule based RIPPER,
selection process is evaluated. Clustering is collection
Probability based Naive Bayes and the tree based
of similar data in which the datasets are divided into
c4.5. In the proposed system architecture, dataset
number of clusters. The features in each cluster are
preprocessing involves irrelavent and redundant
relatively independent on the features in another
features removal. It brings immediate effects and
cluster. Many feature selection algorithms effectively
results for the applications as well as increases the
handle irrelevant features but fail to avoid redundant
speed of data mining algorithms.After dataset
features, while some other algorithms effectively
preprocessing ,the best features are extracted to
handles both. FAST feature subset selection
construct a tree.Here, we will use k-means clustering
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to partition tree.Here, we will use k-means clustering
to partition the clusters.Each cluster will contain
feature subsets and the features in different clusters
will be relatively independent. One of the popular
cluster analysis in data mining is the K-means
clustering. It partitions n-observations into K-clusters
where each cluster related to the cluster with the
nearest mean which serve as a prototype for that
particular cluster. K-means clustering results into the
partition of datasets into different voronoi cells or the
clusters. Finally, using PRECISION and RECALL
the best selected features are retrieved. PRECISION
is also known as positive predictive value which is
the fraction of relevant retrieved instances. RECALL
is the Fraction of retrieved relevant instances.
Figure:
INPUT:
Dataset Preprocessing

1.Feature Extraction
2.Tree Partition

(K-Means
Clustering)
OUTPUT:
Best Selected Features

Proposed System Architecture

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All the algorithms developed before this mainly
focused on identifying or searching relevant features.
One of them is Relief, which according to the
distance based criteria function finds out each feature
according to its ability to classify the instances under
different targets. However, it is ineffective in
identifying or removing redundant features which are
highly correlated. Relief-F is the extension of Relief
which deals with multiclass problems and works with
incomplete and noisy datasets but still it was
ineffective in identifying redundant features.
Redundant and irrelevant features affects the
accuracy and speed of learning algorithms hence
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needs to handle effectively. Other algorithms, CFS,
FCBF, CMIM takes into account redundant
features.CFS stands for Correlation-Based Feature
Selection, which is achieved by hypothesis that a best
feature subset is one that contains features that are
highly correlated with the target concepts but they are
uncorrelated with each other. It reduces the
complications occurred in selecting the feature subset
selection& increases the accuracy in classification.
FCBF stands for Fast Correlation Based Filter
solution. As its name indicates, it is a fast filter
process which identifies redundant as well as relevant
features without any correlation based pairwise
analysis. Other algorithm, CMIM stands for
Conditional Mutual Information Maximization which
picks each feature iteratively. Apart from all these
algorithms, FAST algorithm uses clusters to select
the features. In the area of text classification,
hierarchical clustering has been used. It is also used
to select the features which are on the spectral data.
The FAST algorithm uses methods depend upon
minimum spanning tree to divide the features among
clusters. In FAST algorithm, the limitation to specific
type of data has been overcomed. FAST evaluate its
results into two steps. In first step, relevance
information is calculated using suitable method to
construct a tree. It involves dividation of tree into
different clusters using graph theoretic clustering
methods. In the second step, most likely features are
selected from each cluster to form the subset of good
features. FAST is quite different from other
hierarchical clustering. FAST algorithm checks
whether or not method is useful in practice and
allows other researchers to confirm their results with
35 publically available datasets. In the proposed
algorithm, we extend the FAST, to maximize the
accuracy for high dimensional data using Precision
and Recall

Results and discussion
We will firstly discuss about the disadvantages or the
limitations that this feature subset selection algorithm
incurs:
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i)Discarding irrelavent features before Minimum
Spanning tree has been developed leads to less
accuracy of good feature selection.
ii)Other procedures for good feature selection
requires more computation cost.
To remove these bugs or these disadvantages is the
plan of this research paper.The solution to the above
is as follows for the feature subset selection of high
dimensional data:As we have already discussed, there
are lots of methods of feature selection.To minimize
the cost of computation and the problem of less
accuracy we proposed the PRECISION and
RECALL technique for good feature selection after
minimum spanning tree construction, which will
provide good accuracy and time complexity. Using kmeans clustering , the features are divided into
different clusters and good features are selected from
that clusters.The block diagram represented above
describes this method. This method provides better
accuracy and time complexity.

MODULES
The modules may be change or vary by requirement,
it is not necessary that they may be same in the future
too. We have introduced some of the modules here
,they are as follows:
1. User: Here, the User needs to be
authenticated or genuine to access the
details. Before accessing the details the user
needs to have his own account or he should
get register first.
2. Clustering Method :Here, the proper method
for clustering is used which will cluster
different words into groups. Words in the
same group are relatively independent of
words in the other group.
3. Algorithm for Feature subset Selection: By
using the clustering algorithm, we have to
develop the algorithm which will increase
not only the effectiveness of feature subset
selection but also it will provide better
accuracy and time complexity.
4. Complexities: Time and space complexity
for FAST involves computation of many
processes like SU,TR and F.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
A good feature subset involves identifying the most
useful features that will produce most compatible
results as compared to the target classes. The
algorithm is evaluated from both efficiency and
effectiveness point of view. Here ,we presented an
approach for feature selection for High dimensional
data.The algorithm involves three major steps:
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i)It involves removing redundant and irrelevant data
for identifying the subset of good features.
ii) Features are divided into different clusters based
on minimum spanning tree construction.
iii) Partitioning of MST and best features are selected
from different clusters of MST.
It increases accuracy and time complexity. That
means the Performance Of the algorithm when
compared with other algorithms is increased upto7 to
9%. This performance may increase or decrease in
future.
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